Charged cesium iodide clusters doped with mono-, di-and triglycine serve as a model system for sea salt aerosols containing biological molecules. Here, we investigate reactions of these complexes under infrared irradiation, with spectra obtained by infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD). The cluster ions are generated via electrospray ionization and analyzed in the cell of a Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) Mass Spectrometer. Depending on the cluster size and peptide length, loss of HI or loss of a glycine unit is observed. The experimental measurements are supported by quantum chemical calculations. We show that N-H and O-H stretching modes dominate the spectrum, with large shifts depending on local interactions, namely due to interaction with iodide anions or intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Both experiment and theory indicate that several isomers are present in the experimental mixture, with different IR fingerprints as well as dissociation pathways.
Introduction
The interaction of ions with biomolecules plays an important role in many biological processes. Infrared multiple photon (IRMPD) spectroscopy along with quantum chemical computations allows probing the conformation of these complexes in the gas phase. Dunbar et al. studied a series of complexes of small peptides with alkali, alkaline earth and transition metal ions. Other groups studied complexes of peptides with alkali metals like sodium and potassium, 22, 23 with halides, 24 and even with lanthanide ions. 25 These studies were limited to the interaction of amino acids and peptides with individual metal ions while we did not find any studies addressing the interaction of amino acids or peptides with salt clusters. In particular alkali halide clusters are ideal gas phase models for sea salt aerosols, which are an essential component of atmospheric chemistry in marine regions. 26 Consisting mainly of sodium chloride, water and organic matter from the sea surface microlayer, sea salt aerosols are released to the atmosphere from the ocean surface by the bursting of air bubbles generated by the ocean wind. 27 Field studies showed a high concentration of sodium compared to chloride in atmospheric aerosol samples. 28, 29 This chloride deficit can be explained by the reaction of sea salt with trace gases like HONO and HNO 3 , where chloride is released as gaseous HCl. 30, 28, [31] [32] [33] We have recently studied the influence of the salt environment on the photodissociation of glyoxylate 34 and pyruvate. 35 Very little is known on the effect of a salt environment on the infrared spectra of organic compounds, and our recent work addressed this issue for camphor, formate and pyruvate embedded in sodium iodide clusters. 35 We were able to show that IRMPD in combination with quantum chemistry can help to identify the binding motifs of the organic molecules to the salt cluster.
Alkali halide clusters in the gas phase were extensively studied by Whetten, Martin and Lintuluoto. [36] [37] [38] [39] Especially the adsorption of ammonia 40, 41 and water [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] to various alkali halides was investigated by several groups. The collision cross section of sodium iodide clusters was studied by Ouyang et al. using mobility measurements, 47 while Blades et al. investigated the hydration energy of Na 2 I + . 48 The structures and stabilities of neutral and singly charged sodium iodide clusters were investigated with ab initio methods by Aguado et al. 49, 50 Misaizu et al. examined sodium iodide clusters with adsorbed methanol using photodissociation experiments and DFT methods. 51 UV spectra of cesium iodide Cs n+1 I n + were examined by Li and Whetten for n = 1-13. 52 In the present work, complexes of positively charged cesium iodide clusters with amino acids and peptides serve as a model system to investigate the reactions of sea salt aerosols with biological molecules under the influence of infrared radiation. CsI was chosen instead of NaCl because the target cluster ions containing intact peptide molecules were obtained with higher signal intensities. A powerful tool to investigate infrared driven reactions [53] [54] [55] [56] is infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD). 57 In IRMPD, a vibrational mode of the ion is pumped with resonant light and the complex is successively heated by intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR). The ion dissociates as soon as it has reached sufficient internal energy. Mass and intensity of the fragments are recorded by a mass spectrometer. The fragment intensities as a function of wavelength yield the infrared spectrum of the complex, providing structural information. We also show that biomolecules containing carboxyl groups can contribute to the release of hydrogen halides from salt clusters.
Experimental and theoretical methods
The experiments are performed on a commercial Bruker APEX Qe 9.4T Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Mass Spectrometer (FT-ICR MS). Ions are produced by electrospray ionization (ESI) and transferred via ion funnels, quadrupole, hexapole collision cell and ion optics into the ICR cell where they are stored for irradiation. Complexes of interest are coarsely mass selected in the quadrupole mass filter, followed by resonant ejection of unwanted ions from the ICR cell.
Chemicals are purchased from Sigma Aldrich and are dissolved in 1:1 H 2 O/CH 3 OH at a concentration of 3 mmol CsI/3 mmol G (Glycine, C 2 H 5 NO 2 ), 2.5 mmol CsI/1 mmol GG (Diglycine, C 4 H 8 N 2 O 3 ), and 2.5 mmol CsI/1 mmol GGG (Triglyine, C 6 H 11 N 3 O 4 ), respectively. IRMPD spectra of these complexes are measured in a range from 2700 nm to 3800 nm (corresponding to 3704 cm -1 to 2632 cm -1 ), with 3 nm step width and typically 1 s irradiation time.
Mass selected ions are irradiated by light provided by an EKSPLA NT277 Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO), tunable from 2500 from 4475 nm, which is coupled to the ICR cell via a CaF 2 window as described before. 34, 58, 59 The pulsed laser systems operates with 1000 Hz repetition rate, which on the time scale of the ICR instrument is quasi-continuous wave (cw), with a wavelength dependent quasi-cw power of 85-125 mW in the wavelength range of interest. To rule out an impact of power fluctuations on the results, the power spectrum of the laser was measured before each IRMPD spectrum. A mechanical shutter controls the irradiation time.
To extract quantitative IR absorption cross sections from the photofragment intensities, we assume that the absorption cross section σ does not change after photon absorption, and assume that radiative cooling is negligible. We can then describe IRMPD as a series of firstorder reactions with the rate coefficient σΦ, where we divide the ion population into fractions I j that have absorbed j photons. Assuming that dissociation occurs upon absorption of the k th photon, we look at a set of differential equations (1)-(3). dI 0 = -I 0 σΦdt (1) dI j = I j -1 σΦdt-I j σΦdt for 0 < j < k (2) dI k = I k-1 σΦdt (3) Here, I k is the sum of all fragment intensities, and Φ is the cw photon flux. For practical data evaluation, we generate a lookup table with intensities I k as a function of σΦt. This allows us to extract σ k with the parameters Φ and t known from experiment, where σ k denotes the cross section if dissociation occurs after absorption of k photons. See SI, Figure S1 , for a graphical representation of the lookup table.
This approach is indeed very simplified, and a more sophisticated treatment would yield more reliable results, like e.g. the accurate modeling of IRMPD spectra including anharmonicities by Parneix, 60,61 approach outlined in the classical works by Y.T. Lee and co-workers, 62 the statistical description of inhomogeneous line broadening by Letokhov and co-workers 63 or the effects of anharmonicities discussed by Oomens, Sartakov, Meijer and von Helden. 64 However, the situation in our work where relatively weakly bound noncovalent complexes with dissociation barriers around 100 kJ/mol are studied, is quite different from the IRMPD work of strongly bound organic ions, e.g. the photodissociation of cationic polyaromatic hydrocarbons. 65 Given the boundary conditions, this simple model yields cross sections that are in the range of the actual value, and we believe that meaningful additional information is obtained compared to reporting pure IRMPD yields.
To test for the presence of isomers and to verify that the laser beam overlaps with the ion cloud, 66, 67 dissociation kinetics at selected wavelengths is recorded with and without irradiation of the complexes with irradiation times up to 10 s. The kinetics data are fitted assuming a pseudo-first order rate law.
Quantum chemical calculations were performed in order to retrieve energetics and analyze the relationship between structure and IR spectra. The investigated clusters have very floppy structures, and both their relative energies and IR transitions can be expected to be sensitive to small changes in structure. At the same time, the position of IR peaks will depend on subtle changes in charge distribution. Therefore, we did benchmarking on (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G isomers (see Table S1 and Figure S2 ), using the MP2 method and three different DFT functionals, namely B3LYP, M06 and M06L, 68 along with the def2TZVP basis set. In order to search for a more efficient basis set for the MP2 method and as Cs + and Iions are expected to keep their ionic character also in complexes, we used ECP54SDF 69 and ECP46MDF 70 basis sets for Cs and I, respectively, along with def2SVP basis set on all other atoms, further denoted as "def2SVP+ECP(Cs,I)". From Table S1 and Figure S2 , it can be seen that the relative energies of (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G isomers are well reproduced with both M06 and M06L functionals; however, the differences in the position of the IR peaks for all DFT functionals with respect to the MP2 method are considerable, mainly in the position of the O-H vibration. The usage of the small basis set along with the MP2 method can be expected to fail when describing the relative energies of different CsI cluster structures, compare e.g. relative energies of isomers I, IV and VI vs. III and V in Table S1 . However, as we are interested here predominantly in IR spectra, we decided to use the MP2/def2SVP+ECP(Cs,I) method since it yields spectra that are most consistent with the MP2/def2TZVP results. At the same time, the reaction energies calculated at the MP2/def2SVP+ECP(Cs,I) level are close to the ones retrieved at the M06/def2TZVP level (see Table 1 ); besides basis set effects, the differences can be attributed to the dispersion interaction that is not accounted for at the M06 level. Finally, due to the vast conformation space, the localized isomers represent only possible bonding patterns and the inclusion of entropy might also further change their relative stability; information on their energy ordering should be taken with caution even when using advanced methods. All reported energies include zero-point corrections, using the calculated harmonic frequencies without scaling factor.
For broadening of IR peaks, Lorentzian functions with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 20 cm -1 were employed. The scaling factor for IR spectra was chosen individually for each method to reproduce the position of a free O-H group in the glycine molecule (~ 3600 cm -1 ). The Gaussian program package 71 was used for all calculations.
clusters of (Cs m+2 I m ) 2+ (GG-H) -, m = 0-2, and (Cs m+2 I m ) 2+ (GGG-H) -, m = 0-3, composition are found, where the deprotonated peptide replaces iodide. An additional neutral peptide molecule may be bound to these complexes. For the neutral amino acid G, only (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G is observed in the investigated mass range, while deprotonated G occurs as (Cs m+2 I m ) 2+ (G-H) -, m = 0-3.
We have chosen (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G, (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GG, (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GGG, (Cs 2 I) + GG and (Cs 2 I) + GGG for IRMPD experiments on mass selected clusters. Calculated structures of low-lying isomers are shown in Figure 1 . Upon irradiation with IR light, two fragmentation channels are observed, the loss of HI and the loss of the peptide or amino acid, e.g. for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GG: The respective dissociation energies as calculated at two different levels of theory are collected in Table 1 . For HI elimination (4), an additional barrier may be expected due to possible transition states along the reaction path and the reorganization energy of the cluster to bring it into a suitable geometry for proton transfer. We therefore investigated the reaction path of HI elimination for all ions studied, starting from isomers with a pronounced OH…I interaction (see relaxed dissociation scans at the B3LYP/def2TZVP level of theory in Figure  S12 ). In all cases, no stationary points were found along the reaction path, and no evidence for any barrier above the dissociation asymptotes was found.
For simple dissociation (5) , the activation barrier is expected to be equal to the overall reaction energy, with only limited reorganization energy. All energies are in the range of 100 kJ/mol, i.e. at a photon energy of 3000 cm -1 (~36 kJ/mol) about 3-4 photons are needed for the reactions to occur when thermal energy is ignored. However, the ions are thermalized in the hexapole collision cell and by exchange of black-body infrared radiation in the ICR cell, which reduces the required extra energy to 2-3 photons. Since the dissociation kinetics were all fitted well with sequential absorption of two photons, all experimental spectra were analyzed with the assumption that two photons are needed for dissociation. Spectra analyzed with up to five absorbed photons are available in the Supporting Information (Figures S7-S11 ). The major difference is a shift of the absolute absorption cross section to higher values with increasing number of photons.
We will start our discussion of IR spectra with the simplest system, (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G. In this case, only evaporation of G was observed, calculated as being by ~10 kJ/mol less endothermic than HI evaporation at the MP2 level of theory (see Table 1 ). The measured IRMPD spectrum of (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G is shown in Figure 2a . The spectrum shows one broad band at ~2700-3200 cm -1 and two sharper bands at 3380 cm -1 and 3440 cm -1 . Based on the comparison with calculated IR spectra in Figure 2b , the broad band is assigned to the O-H stretching mode of the intramolecular O-H…NH 2 hydrogen bond in glycine. This structural motif is present in isomers I, III, and V. The width of the band is typical for strongly activated O-H bonds, in this case by the interaction with NH 2 , together with the room temperature thermal energy of the system. When this interaction is absent (isomers IV, VI), the free O-H vibration at ~3600 cm -1 is present in the calculated spectrum; it is, however, not observed in the experiment. Alternatively, the O-H moiety might interact with I -(isomer II), leading to higher intensities and a blue-shift with respect to the experimental spectrum. The position of the sharp peaks at 3380 cm -1 and 3440 cm -1 matches well with N-H vibrations in the calculations. The weak C-H vibrational fingerprint at ~2900 cm -1 is hidden below the intense O-H absorption. The glycine molecule seems to interact with the cluster mainly via the carboxyl group. Figure 2c shows the measured IRMPD spectrum of (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GG. The observed channel here is HI evaporation, in agreement with thermochemical calculations (Table 1) . Again, a broad band at ~2900-3300 cm -1 is observed, indicating strongly interacting OH group. Furthermore, we see an intense sharp band at 3394 cm -1 , two small bands at 3440 and 3487 cm -1 and the unperturbed O-H vibration at 3577 cm -1 . The calculated spectra in Figure 2d offer a less clear interpretation than in the previous case. The broad band at ~2900-3300 cm -1 can be interpreted to arise due to OH interacting either with an Iion (isomers III, V) or due to intramolecular OH…NH 2 hydrogen bonding of the diglycine (isomer VI). The signal is also consistent with formation of a zwitterionic structure (isomer VII) where NH3+ interacts with I -. A combination of these binding patterns can build up the diffuse band. The sharp band at ~3400 cm -1 fits to the O-H stretching mode shifted by the interaction with I -(isomer I). Another possibility is the interaction of a backbone N-H group with I -(isomer II). The three less intense peaks at 3394, 3440 and 3577 cm -1 are assigned to unperturbed N-H and O-H vibrations, similarly to (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G discussed above.
Measured and calculated IRMPD spectra of (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GGG are shown in Figure 2e ,f. HI evaporation is again observed, being calculated to be about 50-80 kJ/mol less endothermic than GGG loss. The IR spectrum is similar to the one of (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GG (Figure 2c ), the broad band at 2800-3300 cm -1 is however slightly more diffuse and the sharp peak at 2940 cm -1 is better resolved. Our interpretation is thus similar: We expect the broad band to be composed predominantly of O-H interaction, here with Iions (isomers I, II, IV), the sharp bands arise then due to N-H vibrations, and a free O-H band is located at 3577 cm -1 (isomers III, V). The particularly sharp band at 2940 cm -1 can be assigned to one specific O-H interaction that gains intensity through interaction with the salt cluster (e.g. in isomer IV).
With respect to absolute intensities, it can be seen that our calculations reproduce the trend observed in the experiment, with a low intensity for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G (except for isomer II) and about equal intensity for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GG and (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GGG. As the calculated vibrational spectrum is empirically broadened, it cannot reproduce the broad bands seen in the experiment. If we used higher FWHM, the calculated intensity would decrease and semiquantitative agreement with IRMPD spectra would be reached, always assuming that two photons are needed for dissociation.
Data for (Cs 2 I) + GG are presented in Figure 3a ,b. GG evaporation is the only channel observed in the spectra measured with 1 s irradiation time. HI evaporation is a minor product channel and only visible at longer irradiation times, see below in the kinetics. While the calculations predict that both channels have about the same energy; most likely HI evaporation channel is slowed down by the reorganisation energy or due to entropic effects in addition to the reaction endothermicity. The broad peak with its maximum at ~2950 cm -1 is again assigned to the O-H stretching mode shifted by intramolecular OH…NH 2 hydrogen bonding in the diglycine molecule (isomer IV) as well as OH…Iinteraction (isomers I, VI).
The intense absorption at 3387 cm -1 is assigned to the O-H stretching mode of the OH…Ihydrogen bond in isomer II. At 3577 cm -1 , a well-resolved unperturbed O-H vibration can be seen, as present in isomers III and V. Figure 3c,d shows the measured and calculated IRMPD spectra for (Cs 2 I) + GGG. Here the main fragment that contributes to the total IRMPD yield is the loss of HI, resulting in Cs 2
2+
(GGG-H) -, in agreement with the calculated energetics, Table 1 . GGG loss is only observed at longer irradiation times. The spectrum is very similar to the one of (Cs 2 I) + GG and we interpret the observed bands in a similar fashion. The O-H peak of the most stable isomer calculated with triglycine forming a cycle (I) lies at ~2700 cm -1 , while the experimental maximum is observed at ~2900 cm -1 . This indicates that we reach the limits of our computational approach as small changes in the OH…NH 2 distance lead to a considerable shift in the peak position. The peak at 3384 cm -1 is attributed to the OH…Iinteraction in isomer III. Peaks at 3477 and 3577 cm -1 represent free N-H and O-H bonds, respectively.
For complexes with (Cs 2 I) + , the calculated relative intensities can again reasonably reproduce the experimental measurements, predicting similar intensity for both (Cs 2 I) + GG and (Cs 2 I) + GGG. Due to extreme peak broadening and the presence of multiple isomers, quantitative agreement cannot be expected.
The length of the peptide seems to have an influence on the dominant fragmentation channel, as seen for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + complexes. For (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G, the loss of G is dominant, while (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GG and (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GGG preferentially lose HI. Again, in the spectra the minor channel lies below the noise level, but becomes evident at longer irradiation times in the kinetics plots, see SI. We can trace this trend to a stronger interaction between the salt cluster and the peptide backbone. As longer peptides contain more amide bonds forming a strongly bound complex, preferential loss of HI is observed with the growing chain, see also Table 1 . Complexes of (Cs 2 I) + show a similar behavior. The dominant channel for (Cs 2 I) + GG is the loss of GG, while for (Cs 2 I) + GGG, HI elimination is dominant.
In Figure 4 , all measured IRMPD spectra are compared, the top row shows (Cs 2 I) + and the bottom row (Cs 3 I 2 ) + complexes. For all ions except for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G, the free O-H vibration is located at 3576 cm -1 . The free O-H absorption is more pronounced for (Cs 2 I) + than (Cs 3 I 2 ) + complexes. The additional CsI unit in (Cs 3 I 2 ) + increases the probability for H-I interaction and therefore diminishes the contribution of isomers with free OH absorption to the total ion population.
Only limited absorption at about 3480 cm -1 is observed for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G, and it is considerably stronger for GGG than for GG complexes. This supports the assignment of this peak to unperturbed N-H vibrations of the backbone. In the range of 3360-3460 cm -1 , however, the vibrations of the terminal NH 2 group and the perturbed OH vibration are localized.
According to the calculations, only the distinct OH…Iinteraction found in several isomers can explain the high intensity of the prominent feature at 3380 cm -1 , which is present at the same position for all peptide complexes. Between 2915 cm -1 and 2970 cm -1 , two peaks are seen for CsI peptide complexes and are on the same position for every complex. They most likely originate from specific OH interactions.
All spectra are dominated by a very broad absorption from around 2700 to 3500 cm -1 . For (Cs 3 I 2 ) + complexes, the center of this absorption is at higher wavenumbers and is more intense than for (Cs 2 I) + . As the intensity of the unperturbed OH vibration is smaller for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + complexes, it is assumed that I-H interaction is stronger here than for (Cs 2 I) + complexes. Therefore, the OH vibrations gain intensity and the position of the absorption is blue shifted because of the smaller I-H distance. For (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G, this absorption is even broader than for peptide complexes and centered at lower wavenumbers. This indicates that the CsI-amino acid interaction is stronger and the mean I-H distance is lower.
Further evidence that there are several isomers present in the experiment is provided by dissociation kinetics of (Cs 2 I) + GGG, measured without irradiation and with irradiation at three different wavelengths ( Figure 5 ). The dominant pathway at all wavelengths is the loss of HI, with the calculated dissociation energies of ~100 kJ/mol (see Table 1 ). For the second dissociation channel (5), a higher dissociation energy of ~120-150 kJ/mol was calculated.
For the fitting, the fragmentation pathways are described by three different fractions of the precursor: A and B that dissociate along channels (4) and (5), respectively, and a constant that represents the fraction that does not fragment, i.e. ions that are not irradiated with light or isomers that do not absorb at the given irradiation wavelength. Due to the multiple photon dissociation, ions have to heat up before dissociation takes place. The overall dissociation process can be described as follows: A/B → heated A/B → fragmentation. This implies that two photons are sufficient to induce fragmentation. Figure 5a shows the kinetics without laser irradiation. Both (Cs 2 I) + and Cs 2 2+ (GGG-H)fragments appear, with relatively low intensity, the majority of the ions staying intact. This indicates that a small fraction of two or more high-energy isomers is present, whose dissociation can be activated by room temperature black-body radiation. 53, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] The picture changes completely when the ion is irradiated at 2941 cm -1 (Figure 5b) . Here, only a small fraction of parent ions stays intact (< 2%), the respective ions either do not absorb at this wavelength or do not overlap with the laser beam. 67, 66 The irradiated ions are then transformed almost quantitatively into Cs 2 2+ (GGG-H)fragments, with only a small fraction reacting by loss of GGG. The heating rate of fraction A, which leads to the Cs 2 2+ (GGG-H)fragment, is lower than for fraction B. The lower heating rate indicates that the absorption cross section is smaller for this isomer. For longer irradiation times (> 5 s), it seems that the intensity of (Cs 2 I) + reaches a constant value, but the intensity of Cs 2 2+ (GGG-H)is still rising. This indicates that fraction B is completely dissociated. Since fractions A and B must be treated as independent contributions to the ion population to obtain an acceptable fit, this strongly indicates that at least two isomers are present.
When irradiating at 3390 and 3571 cm -1 (Figure 5c,d) , a similar situation is observed. For 3390 cm -1 , fraction C of the parent ion is fitted to zero, i.e. every parent ion can be dissociated. An induction period is observed for the parent ion (Cs 2 I) + GGG as the intensity decreases faster after about 0.5 s. Interestingly, at 3571 cm -1 , a large fraction of ions (66%) stays intact. In other words, some (Cs 2 I) + GGG isomers present in the measurement do not absorb IR photons at this frequency.
The kinetics fits reveal interesting details about IRMPD of these complexes, even though a complete isomer population analysis 66 is not possible on the basis of the available data. First, all kinetics fit nicely to the sequential absorption of two photons, as only one intermediate is required to fit the data. Since the ions are thermalized at room temperature, with kT = 2.5 kJ mol -1 , e.g. isomer I of (Cs 2 I) + GGG with 15 low-frequency modes below 200 cm -1 would possess almost 40 kJ/mol internal energy. Together with two photons in the studied wavelength range, the required activation energy in the range of 100 kJ/mol can be reached. Secondly, the different isomers used in the fits do not interconvert prior absorption of the first photon. They exhibit distinct heating rates, which are not correlated with the contribution of the respective isomer to the total ion population. This is nicely reflected in the kinetics at 3571 cm -1 , the frequency of the free OH stretching mode, where the majority of clusters does not absorb.
Conclusions
Complexes of cesium iodide with glycine and the small peptides diglycine and triglycine were generated by electrospray ionization. Infrared multiple photon dissociation spectroscopy was performed with a tunable IR-OPO in the range of 2650 cm -1 to 3700 cm -1 . We found complexes of CsI with neutral and deprotonated peptides or amino acids. The two investigated CsI cluster sizes (Cs 2 I) + and (Cs 3 I 2 ) + show different affinity towards peptide or amino acid. No complexes of (Cs 2 I) + with glycine were observed. Diglycine and triglycine can be attached to both cluster sizes. The interaction between the peptide backbone O and Cs atom stabilizes the complexes of the di-and tripeptide.
IRMPD spectra show absorptions over the studied wavelength range. The broad structureless background seen for all structures is interpreted to arise due to O-H interaction with the CsI cluster or intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Some bands could also arise due to N-H bond interaction with the salt cluster. Free N-H and O-H modes were also seen in the spectra. On the other hand, we do not expect IR bands due to C-H modes to appear in the spectrum because their intensity is too low to play a role. In isomers with pronounced OH…I interaction, the position of the O-H stretching mode shifts to the blue with increasing CsI cluster size. Along with this shift, a lower intensity of the unperturbed OH vibration is seen, indicating a stronger interaction of the larger cluster with the peptide. This is also reflected in a higher calculated dissociation energy for peptide evaporation.
Kinetic analysis shows that different isomers are present, which do not interconvert on the timescale of the experiment prior to absorption of the first photon. These are partly associated with different fragmentation channels, a loss of the amino acid or peptide or loss of HI. The dominant fragmentation channel changes with peptide length. (Cs 2 I) + GG and (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G show the loss of GG and G, respectively, while for all other complexes the loss of HI is dominant.
Figure 1.
Calculated structure of studied ions. Optimized at the MP2/def2SVP+ECP(Cs,I) level of theory, relative energy including zero-point corrections is given in kJ/mol. a,c,e) IRMPD spectra of (Cs 3 I 2 ) + G, (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GG and (Cs 3 I 2 ) + GGG. Absolute cross sections correspond to the absorption of two photons. b,d,f) Respective IR spectra calculated at the MP2/def2SVP+ECP(Cs,I) level, see Figure 1 for the corresponding isomer structures. Wavenumbers were scaled by a factor of 0.942. a,c) IRMPD spectrum of (Cs 2 I) + GG and (Cs 2 I) + GGG. Absolute cross sections correspond to the absorption of two photons. b,d) Respective IR spectra calculated at the MP2/def2SVP +ECP(Cs,I) level, see Figure 1 for the corresponding isomer structures. Wavenumbers were scaled by a factor of 0.942. Comparison of the measured IRMPD spectra. The total IRMPD yields of (Cs 2 I) + complexes are shown in the top row, for (Cs 3 I 2 ) + complexes in the bottom row. Spectra were evaluated assuming that two photons are needed for dissociation within the IRMPD process. Wavenumbers were scaled by a factor of 0.942. Dissociation kinetics of (Cs 2 I) + GGG a) without laser irradiation, i.e. fragment formation exclusively due to BIRD; and with the irradiation at b) 2941 cm -1 , c) 3390 cm -1 and d) 3571 cm -1 . 
